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In the Matter of the Application of Duke Energy
Ohio, inc. to Revise its Energy Efficiency Rider
and for Approval of New Energy Efficiency
Programs.
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THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO
)
) Case No. 11-4393-EL-RDR
)
)

REPLY COMMENTS OF
OHIO PARTNERS FOR AFFORDABLE ENERGY
Ohio Partners for Affordable Energy ("QPAE") hereby submits its reply
comments in the above-referenced docket,
I.

Comments of People Working Cooperatively
QPAE is unclear as to the point of the comments by People Working

Cooperatively ("PWC"). PWC espouses support for its "Whole House" approach,
which bears more than a passing resemblance to the "House is a System" rubric
that has typified the delivery of weatherization services in the QPAE network of 60
nonprofit providers for over 20 years. PWC appears to lend support to the
comments of OPAE. The "Whole House" approach PWC espouses requires
program designs that permit multiple programs to be combined to deliver
comprehensive shell, HVAC, appliance, and lighting measures as a package,
along with home repairs necessary to allow weatherization sen/ices to be provided,
achieving synergistic energy savings that exceed those produced by individual
programs. As such, the PWC comments appear to echo the initial comments of
OPAE regarding the redesign of Duke's current and proposed low income
programs into a coherent whole, combining gas and electric programs into a
package that can provide comprehensive services and/or be delivered in concert
with programs funded by the federal and state governments, specifically the Home
Weatherization Assistance Program ("HWAP") and the Electric Partnership
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Program ("EPP").'' PWC's "Whole House" approach is inconsistent with Duke's
proposed Low Income Neighborhood Program which provides limited measuresan energy kit which mostly consists of heating and cooling, and hot water
measures, coupled with 6 CFLs. Under Duke's program, any measures paid for by
other programs will require an additional audit or assessment as well as additional
visits, increasing costs and reducing the cost-effectiveness of the programs.
Simply put, Duke's Low Income Neighborhood Program should be rejected and
redesigned as proposed by OPAE. consistent with PWC's "Whole House"
approach.
The synergistic effects resulting from the delivery of comprehensive
weatherization services produces both electric and natural gas savings which are
not strictly based on the measures for which deemed savings are provided by the
Technical Resource Manual. For example, shell insulation in a house heated by
natural gas will also result in electric savings because the furnace fan or the boiler
pump need not run as often. While the TRM currently does not include this type of
savings, the Commission has indicated it will conduct field evaluations that will
allow the disaggregation of electric savings resulting from a "Whole House"
approach, permitting a more accurate assessment of the energy savings provided
by a comprehensive program.
PWC pleads that Duke be permitted to recover lost distribution revenues, a
position contrary to that taken by Duke which prefers a recovery mechanism that
eschews recovery of lost distribution revenues, preferring to recover based on
shared savings including generation, an approach previously rejected by this
Commission. See Case No. 09~1999-EL-POR, which required modifications of

' OPAE members have access to home repair funds from a variety of state, local, and federal
programs,
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Rider SAW OPAE simply obsen/es that prior to the passage of SB 221 and
approval of the initial Duke Standard Service Offer ("SSO") in Case No. 08-920-ELSSO, Duke Energy Ohio or its predecessor collected only program costs. Lost
distribution revenue and shared savings were not recovered from customers. As
Duke points out, it has overseen the delivery of residential energy efficiency
programs since 1992. Between 1992 and 2008, the Company recovered only
program costs.
Finally. OPAE notes that there are few, if any, innovations that enhance the
level of savings produced by comprehensive weatherization services.
Weatherizing the shell; balancing and sealing ducts; metering and replacing
appliances, and other basic measures such as faucet aerators and low-flow
showerheads are not new. These measures have been included in Ohio's
Weatherization Standards Manual for the past 24 years and still represent the
state-of-the-art for cost-effective residential retrofit programs. There has been
experimentation with methods for attracting customers to enroll in the programs
and consumer education, and there has been experimentation with technologies,
both new and existing, that produce significant savings but do not have a Savings
to investment Ratio ("SIR") of greater than one (1), meaning the measures cost
more than they produce in bill savings. Finding clients is not a problem for our
network which has an existing database of o^er 400,000 eligible customers. Given
that with funding under the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act ("ARRA")
our network will reach only 38,000 units, innovative outreach campaigns are hardly
a useful expenditure of funds when the number of pre-enrolled customers far
exceeds the capacity and funding available to provide services. This is an
additional reason to reject Duke's proposed Low Income Neighborhood Program,
which focuses on outreach and diverges from PWC's "Whole House" philosophy.
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Ohio Consumer and Environmental Advocates (OCEA)
OCEA begins by discussing cost recovery. OPAE agrees with OCEA that

Duke's discredited Rider SAW is an inappropriate recovery mechanism, OPAE
disagrees with OCEA's recommendation for implementation of a decoupling
approach coupled with program cost recovery and shared savings.
Taking each in turn, decoupling involves adjusting distnbution rates through
a positive or negative rider to guarantee recovery of the revenue requirement
established in the utility's most recent base rate case. This approach is fraught
with problems. "By divorcing recovery of the utility's revenues from actual sales,
revenue decoupling reduces the utility's incentive to be efficient, shifts risk from the
shareholders to the ratepayers, and removes the preexisting incentives customers
have to practice energy efficiency."^ OPAE urges a rejection of the decoupling
model proposed by OCEA. Should the Commission choose to move in this
direction, a decoupling mechanism should be paired with a reduction in the utility's
approved Return on Equity because of the reduction in the risk,
Shared savings is also promoted in OCEA's comments. This Commission
has approved a number of stipulations which include a shared savings component,
but has never addressed the issue in a fully litigated case. OPAE has opposed or
failed to join in this component of the stipulations. OCEA justifies its support for
shared savings as a means to incentivize utilities to exceed the efficiency goals of
SB 221, OPAE believes utilities have more than adequate incentive to exceed the
goals. First, the savings which exceed the cap can be used for compliance in
future years. Most importantly, state law says that utilities must meet the

^ Mendlola, Lina, 'The Erosion of Traditional Ratemaking Through the Use of Special Rates,
Riders, and Other Mechanisms", Texas Tech Administration Law Journal, Vol. 10:173, at 184,
referencing Val R. Jenson, Aligning Utility Incentives with Investment in Energy Efficiency 5-4,5-5
(2007), http://www.epa.gov/cleanenergy/documents/incentlves.p(Jf.
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Standards, an incentive that needs no enhancement. OCEA fails to cite any
examples where shared savings motivated an increase in efficiency funding or
savings in excess of goals. Numerous factors can affect program performance
and the achievement of savings. Increasing the costs of utility efficiency programs
for ratepayers simply because a utility happens to do a good job one year seems a
waste of ratepayer funds. As customers, ratepayers expect utilities to do a good
job and their rate of return is more than adequate compensation for the sen/ice.
OPAE is heartened by OCEA's recommendation that the design of Duke's
current and proposed low-income programs be revisited by the collaborative with
an eye toward redesigning the programs to provide comprehensive services.
OPAE welcomes this, though it believes that the current program design used by
American Electric Power, Dayton Power & Light Company, and FirstEnergy is
market-tested and nationally-recognized. The Commission should accept the
recommendation included in OPAE's initial comments.
III.

Staff
OPAE disagrees with Staff's conclusions regarding the proposed low

income efficiency program. Unfortunately, the Staff Comments fail to provide any
background material to support its conclusion that Duke's proposed program will
produce the level of savings as OPAE's recommended program when measured
by an in-field evaluation. It Is impossible to reply to a comment that makes
assertions that lack any support.
The Staff Comments describe Duke's proposed program recovery
mechanism but come to no conclusion regarding its efficacy. Likewise, the Staff
Comments review decoupling but merely recommend that certain information on
distribution costs be filed in the Duke SSO docket. OPAE cannot divine whether
these Comments support or oppose the Company proposal.
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Conclusion
OPAE supports the OCEA recommendation that the Company consider and

ultimately support program ideas that are proposed by the Collaborative.
Invigorating the Collaborative, which includes a number of participants with
extensive experience in efficiency program design and delivery, provides Duke
with a resource it should value and utilize. OPAE looks fonA^ard to future
involvement with the Collaborative and stands by its Initial Comments regarding
the DSM Portfolio.
Respectfully submitted,

Colleen L, Mooney
Ohio Partners for Affordable Energy
231 West Lima Street
Findlay, OH 45839-1793
Telephone: (419)425-8860
FAX: (419) 425-8862
e-mail: cmoonev2(ajcolumbus-rr.com
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I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing Reply Comments was served
electronically upon the following parties identified below in this case on this 5th
day of October 2011.

Colleen L, Mooney

Amy B. Spiller
Elizabeth H. Watts
Duke Energy Ohio
155 East Broad Street, 21'' Floor
Columbus, Ohio 43215
Elizabeth.Watts(a)duke-enerqv.com
Amv.Spiller@duke-enerQV.com

Mary Christensen
Christensen & Christensen
8760 Orion Place, Suite 300
Columbus, Ohio 43240
Mchristensen@columbuslaw.org

Devin D, Parram
Attorney General's Office
Public Utilities Commission Section
180 E. Broad Street, 9'^ Floor
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793
devin.parram(5:>Duc.state.oh.us

David Boehm
Michael Kurtz
Jody Kyler
Boehm, Kurtz & Lowry
36 East Seventh Street, Suite 1510
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
dboehm(^BKLlawfirm .com
mkurt2@BKLIawfirm.com
ikvler@BKLIawfirm.com

Joseph M. Clark
Jeff Small
Vectren Retail
Melissa R. Yost
Office of the Ohio Consumer's Counsel 6641 North High Street, Suite 200
Worthington, Ohio 43085
l o w . Broad St, Suite 1800
imclark@vectren.com
Columbus, OH 43215
small(a>occ.state,oh.us
vost@occ.state.oh.us
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Samuel C. Randazzo
Frank P. Darr
Joseph Oliker
McNees Wallace Nurick
21 East State Street, 17*^ Floor
Columbus, Ohio 43215
sam@mwncmh.com
fdarr@mwncmh.com
ioliker@mwncmh.cQm

Trent A. Dougherty
Nolan Moser
Ohio Environmental Council
1207 Grandview Avenue Suite 201
Columbus, Ohio 43212-3449
trent@theoec,orq
nolan@theoec.ora

Christopher Allwein
Williams, Allwein and Moser
1373 Grandview Avenue, Suite 212
Columbus, Ohio 43212
callwein@williamsandmoser.com

Tara Santarelli
Environmental Law & Policy Center
1207 Grandview Avenue, Suite 201
Columbus, Ohio 43212
tsantarelli@elpc.orq

Henry Eckhart
1200 Chambers Road, Suite 106
Columbus, Ohio 43212-1703
henn/eckhart@aol.cQm
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